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T

his issue of Against the Grain focuses
on library platforms. When I first began
soliciting contributions for this issue,
the authors-to-be often asked what exactly the
term library platforms encompassed. The term
is intentionally broad, and includes any tool
libraries use to offer services and/or content,
either homegrown or otherwise acquired. Most
library platforms are generally back-end or
behind-the-scenes tools designed to assist in
the operations of the library. However, many,
if not most, also feature some version of a
public interface. These systems may focus on
a particular function, such as an Institutional
Repositories (IR) or an Electronic Resource
Management System (ERMS) or may aim to
provide solutions for multiple areas of a library,
such as an Integrated Library System (ILS).
For the purposes of this issue, library platforms
are not designed and hosted by publishers or
content aggregators for their own content and/
or services, a theme Against the Grain will
address in an upcoming issue.

The plethora of inadequate legacy
systems and cobbled-together processes
with which many libraries continue to
operate make migrating to a new or upgraded system enticing. At the same time,
these older systems and processes also make
such a migration more daunting and complex
(unfortunately, libraries do not usually have
the luxury of simply scrapping everything
and starting anew). Once a library identifies
a need for a new system the wide range of
library platforms available, the varied applications thereof, and the rapid pace of mergers
and consolidations in this sector of the market
are overwhelming. Resources such as Breeding’s Library Systems Report 20171 provide
an excellent overview of developments in the
library platform realm, but, generally speaking,
libraries often find it difficult to locate timely,
unbiased, and practical information. This issue
aims to provide useful information on a variety
of library platforms from authors with varied
backgrounds and experiences.

If Rumors Were Horses

H

appy days! ATG is using a new platform that allows a better reading experience for the full print issue! You can
flip pages, zoom, click links, and download to
PDF. Check it out and let us know what you
think! And feel free to share with others — the

Maddie welcomes a new friend to the farm:
Buckley the potbellied pig. Maddie is the
daughter of Leah Hinds (Executive Director,
Charleston Conference).

Dec/Jan print issue is available open access for
two weeks as a trial. Here is the link http://
www.against-the-grain.com/v29-6-full-issue/
Saw that the hard-working Joe Esposito
of Processed Media has merged forces with
the diligent Michael Clarke to form Clarke
& Esposito. Clarke & Esposito will concentrate principally on strategic consulting
services related to professional and academic
publishing and information services. Joe
Esposito, Processed Media’s principal, is
Senior Partner in the new firm. Clarke &
Company’s Michael Clarke is the new firm’s
Managing Partner. Also joining the combined
firm as Partner is Pam Harley, who has been
working with Clarke & Company. “We have
been working together for three years now, and
it made sense to formalize the relationship,”
Joe Esposito said. “Working together we
continued on page 6

The introduction of Library Services
Platforms2 (LSPs), also frequently referred
to as Next Generation Integrated Library
Systems (Next-Gen ILSes), offer significant
promise in terms of streamlined workflows
and automated processes. The vision this
product segment represents is grand, and LSP
providers are working fiercely to keep up with
competitors and meet librarian expectations.
Peter McCracken, co-founder of Serials
Solutions and currently E-Resources Librarian at Cornell University’s Olin Library,
kindly agreed to share his perspective with
ATG readers on the latest development in the
continued on page 8
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Rumors
from page 6
at Rowman & Littlefield? Or how about ISI
resurfacing on Clarivate Analytics? We do
our best to keep you informed! Thanks!
http://www.against-the-grain.com/category/
rumors/
Just published a brand new Rumor today
about the wonderfully capable Kristen Antelman who will become University Librarian at
UC Santa Barbara beginning April 1, 2018.
I hope also that y’all have been paying
attention to Charleston Conference’s FAST
PITCH. We had our second session in
Charleston on Wednesday, November 8, 2017.
Most of us have ideas that can be expanded
to help the profession and the industry. We
shouldn’t hold back! How can faculty and
students get better use of information? We
want your ideas! How can discovery be more
innovative? We are going to open fast pitch
ideas up in a few months so we can brainstorm
together!
It was great having the innovator Kent Anderson as one of the judges at Fast Pitch this
past November! Kent started the wonderful
Scholarly Kitchen for SSP ten years ago.
They are conducting a survey to get opinions
about the new SSP directions. The survey is
continued on page 24

Library Platforms
from page 1
LSP market, namely FOLIO, an open-source
LSP currently in development.
While LSPs have some librarians envisioning (or, perhaps, living in) a world where
their ERMS is integrated with traditional
ILS functions, there are still many ERMS
alternatives, some integrated with discovery/
access functionality and others completely
standalone. One such standalone system is
CORAL, which also happens to be opensource. In this issue, Heather Wilson,
the Acquisitions and Electronic Resources
Librarian at Caltech and a member of the
CORAL Steering Committee, provides readers with an extremely relatable overview of
the complications of e-resource management,
discusses how CORAL’s flexibility addresses
some of those complications, and points to
continued development of CORAL to ensure
its relevancy and usefulness.
Most of the library platforms covered in
this issue are not primarily intended to host
and serve content, but that, of course, is the
primary intended use of IRs. Rachel Walton, Digital Archivist and Records Management Coordinator at Rollins College, delves
into IR usability criteria for both public-user
interfaces and back-end administrative interfaces. Not surprisingly, at least for those
familiar with IR systems, the two sets of
criteria have very little overlap and bring to
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light the challenges those who develop these
types of systems face. I challenge readers to
apply the criteria Rachel discusses to their
own IR to see how it stacks up.
Discovery has been a hot topic in libraries
for many years now. Interestingly, none of
the authors in this issue chose to focus their
articles on what I would call “traditional”
WebScale Discovery (WSD) products, such
as Summon or EBSCO Discovery Service.
However, two authors in this issue do write
about discovery issues and from different
perspectives. Elizabeth Siler, Collection
Development Librarian at UNC Charlotte,
discusses homegrown library platforms, including custom Bento Box search results, and
format specific search interfaces for streaming video, e-textbooks, and Open Educational Resources (OERs). In contrast, Athena
Hoeppner, Discovery Services Librarian at
the University of Central Florida, writes
about Yewno and Knowtro, both cleverly
named third-party WSD services that take a
different approach to discovery.
One type of library platform that
receives too little attention are vendors’
ordering platforms. Though these tools
have been around for some time, Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) have allowed
book and serial vendors to start integrate
their ordering systems into LSPs and
further streamline complicated acquisitions
workflows. Justin Clarke, Director of
Sales and Marketing North America at
HARRASSOWITZ, describes how these

ordering systems developed over the years,
the complications vendors face in developing
and maintaining these systems, and discusses
how APIs are changing how vendors interact
with their customers.
Of course, there is not enough room in
any single issue of ATG to cover the broad
diversity that exists in the library platform
market. I hope you find the platforms covered in this issue interesting. I know I do!
I would like to thank all of the wonderful
contributing authors who graciously offered
their time and talent. I would also like to
thank Katina Strauch and Tom Gilson
for inviting me to guest edit, as well as my
colleague David Van Kleeck, Interim Chair
of Cataloging Services at the University of
Florida, for allowing me to pick his brain
regarding cataloging terminology.
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